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Editorial
Professor Jun-iti Nagata (1925–2007)
Professor Jun-iti Nagata was a universally recognized leader in General Topology at that time when this discipline shaped
itself into a fundamental domain of mathematics. He made a tremendous impact on several generations of topologists with
his own brilliant research ranging widely over the ﬁeld. The processes in General Topology and the progress in it has
been summed up by Professor Nagata in several excellent monographs on General Topology which have greatly inﬂuenced
further developments in this ﬁeld. Professor Nagata, through many conferences he has organized, through his many travels
to international seminars in topology around the world, through his appointments in the USA, Europe and Japan, through his
role in the journal “Topology and its Applications” from the very beginning and being the founder of the journal “Questions
and Answers in General Topology”, has helped greatly to establish deep research connections between experts in General
Topology all over the world. And with time passing by, this role of Professor Nagata in the History of General Topology
will become only more apparent and deeper recognized. This special issue of Topology and its Applications, is dedicated to
the memory of our friend, colleague and teacher Professor Jun-iti Nagata.
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